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BaaS Overview
The BaaS system aims to optimize energy performance in the application domain of “non‐
residential buildings, in operational stage, when three main tasks have to be continuously
performed:
 collect information and assess the buildings current state;
 predict the effect that various decisions will have to Key Performance Indicators (KPIs);
 optimize performance.
A generic ICT‐enabled system will be developed to provide integrated assess, predict,
optimize (APO) services that guarantee harmonious and parsimonious use of resources:
 A data management component
 A service middleware platform
 Energy models
 APO (assessment, prediction and optimization) services
Measurement and verification Plan
End‐user acceptance analysing the replication potential and a sensibility study
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VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF THE BAAS SYSTEM.
1. Proofs of concept in test beds.
2. Demonstration in real Buildings.
3. Measurement methodology for energy‐savings verification. (IPMVP)
4. End User Acceptance: sensibility analysis and replication potential.
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1.1 Temperature control X X






Data gathering X X X X X X
Weather Prediction Tool X X X X X X
Demand Prediction Tool X X X X X X











4.1 Management integration system and adjustedoptimization logic X X X X X X
5 Lack of alarm management 5.1 Implementation of an alarm management system X X X X X X
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 Heat, Cool and DHW
 Historical data from 2.001
 2.800 MWhHEAT per year and 800MWhCOOL per year
 Gas and Electricity
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DW – Data Warehouse
BIM – Building Information Model
BAN – Building Automation Network


















BIM – Building Information Model
BAN – Building Automation Network















































































IfcBoiler IfcValve IfcPipeFitting IfcPipeSegment IfcCoil
Ener. Conv. Dev. Flow controller
IfcDuctFitting IfcDuctSegment IfcAirTerminal
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 1) Changes on BIM ‐> uptate DWH scheme
 2) Malfuctions Detection: BAN (sensor, actuator, controllers) 
 (Action) update DHW and BIM:
 status: from ready to malfunction
 Values to stores: NaN
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